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Please note that this theme currently has limited support,
meaning we may provide bug fixes and security updates, but
are not regularly updating it. As of March 31, 2018 we will be
discontinuing support completely for our WordPress and
Tumblr products. Thank you for understanding.

▾

General Appearance
The general appearance and layout of Geneva can be controlled through
WordPress' Customize Panel. All changes will be reflected live in front of
you, without needing to reload the page. You can access the Customize
Panel from your admin panel by navigating to Themes > Customize or by
appending /wp-admin/customize.php to your site's URL.

Site Title and Logo

Edit your site title or upload an image to set as your logo in your Customize
Settings. We recommend a logo at least 400px wide.
If you'd like to display the logo by itself, uncheck the Display Header
Text box.
To adjust the width of your branding area, see the Content Layout section
below.

Content Layout

Fine-tune your site with flexible options for the layout of your index page.
To customize your site's layout, select Customize > Layout and experiment
with the various options.
Maximum Navigation Width ensures that the navigation menu does
not expand past a certain width.
Maximum Branding Width ensures that the site logo, title, tagline,
and social icon elements do not expand past a certain width.
Media Padding adds paddings to featured images and galleries. If no
padding is set, they will run all the way to the edges of the browser,
if they are large enough.

Maximum Media Width ensures featured images and galleries do not
expand past a certain width.
Content Padding adds padding to your post's content.
Maximum Content Width ensures that your posts do not expand past
a certain width.
Post Spacing adds vertical spacing between posts.

Page Border

Geneva can frame your index page with a custom border colour. Use
the Page Border section in your settings to customize Border
size and Border Color.

Content Style
Several of Geneva's content elements can be hidden or adjusted.
Under Content in your settings, you'll find a host of toggleable options:
Display Post Tags toggles the display of posts tags on the index and

archive pages. Tags will still be shown on permalink pages for posts.
Display Post Comments toggles the display of the comment count
link on the index and archive pages. Comments will still be shown on
permalink pages for posts.
Display Post Date toggles the display of the post date on index and
archive pages. Post dates will still be shown on permalink pages for
posts.
Display Post Updated Date toggles the display of the post "updated
on"� date. This option affects both permalink posts and posts on the
index and archive pages.
Display Shadows on Featured Media adds a subtle drop-shadow to
featured images, videos, and audio elements. Featured galleries are
not affected.
Display Featured Media at Full Width ensures that all featured
images, galleries, videos, and audio elements will be the same width.
The width depends on the Layout > Maximum Media Width option.
Square Gallery Images attempts to crop gallery images close to a 1S1
aspect ratio. Use this option to make all images in a gallery the same
size.
Center Image Captions centre-aligns image captions.
Accent Color adjusts the color of Geneva's links, buttons, and other
elements.
Alignment centre- or left-aligns post titles and metadata elements.

Navigation
Geneva supports two menus: Primary Menu and Social Links. Both menus
can be edited by going to Appearance > Menus. Under
the Navigation section of your customize, you can toggle on or off the

option to Display Search in Primary Menu.

Widgets
Use the Widgets: Footer Widgets section in your Customization Panel to
add, modify, and remove any WordPress's built-in footer widgets. We cannot
guarantee that Geneva supports widgets that are activated by third-party
WordPress plugins.

Static Front Page
WordPress, by default, allows you to set your site's homepage to a static
front page instead of your blog index. Choose from Your latest posts or A
static page options to enable one of them as your home page.

Post Formats

In addition to Wordpress's Standard post format,
Geneva support Gallery, Video, Quote, and Link post formats.

Gallery
To set up a featured image gallery post, login to the Dashboard and
select Posts > Add Newfrom the left-hand menu. On the next screen, give
your post a title.
Click the Add Media button just below the post title field (the one with a
camera and music symbol). In the popup window, select Create Gallery,
found in the left-hand panel.
Select photos for your gallery from the right-hand pane. A photo will be
included when clicked and a blue checkmark appears in the upper righthand corner of the image. After youʼve populated your gallery, click the
blue Create a new gallery button found in the bottom right-hand corner of

the window.
On the Edit Gallery screen, you can add captions to the gallery photos and
adjust image settings. Geneva supports all column types (1-9) and all gallery
displays, including Jetpack additions: Thumbnail Grid, Tiled Mosaic, Square
Tiles, Circles and Slideshow.
Note: We suggest posts with a gallery feature use images with the same
dimensions.
Once you've configured your gallery and are ready to add it to your post,
click the blue Insert gallery button found in the bottom right-hand corner of
the window.
Back on the post page, select the Gallery option from the Format box the
right-hand side of the screen. Click Publish to add the post to your site. On
index pages, your gallery will display inline with your content. On permalink
pages, Geneva will extract your gallery and display it at the top of the page
as a featured gallery.

Video
To set up a featured video post, login to the Dashboard and select Posts >
Add New from the left-hand menu. On the next screen, give your post a title.
After youʼve titled your post, find the URL or embed code for your video
(using a third-party website like YouTube or Vimeo).
Note: We suggest using embed codes for videos as they are more widely
supported on WordPress, such as Vimeo or YouTube.
Once you have your URL, simply paste it anywhere within your post field.

If you're using an embed code, select the Text tab found in the top righthand corner of the post field (next to the Visual tab). In the Text tab, paste
in the embed code where youʼd like it to appear in your post.
Select the Video option from the Format box the right-hand side of the
screen. Click Publish to add the post to your site. On index pages, your
video will display inline with your content. On permalink pages, Geneva will
extract your video and display it at the top of the page as a featured video.

Quote
Quote posts have a special design for blockquote elements. Select some
text and click the Blockquote button when editing a post.

Audio
Simply copy and paste the embed code of an audio track and select Audio in
the Format box before publishing.

Post Options
Show Post Pingbacks & Trackbacks
Check this option to show Pingbacks and Trackbacks on your posts. This
does not disable Pings on your blog. It just hides them.

You can disable Pings all together by clicking Settings > Discussion from
your admin panel. You can disable them on a post-by-post basis while
adding or editing a post.

Show Sharing Buttons
If you're opting not to use the Jetpack's Sharing module, you can check this
option to enable an animated and responsive share widget on each post. It
supports Facebook, Twitter, and rich media for Pinterest. Add or remove the
widget from individual posts from the Likes and Sharessection while adding
or editing a post.

Editor Formats

Geneva comes with a few special styles that you can use when writing
content for your site. Our formats can be found on the second row of the
editor toolbar.

Lead Text
Designed to bait and hook your readers, this style can be used to give your

first paragraph extra weight.
Select a paragraph and choose Formats > Lead from the toolbar.

Sidenote
Sidenotes are great for adding little pieces of related information to your
content. They also make fancy image captions.
Select a paragraph and choose Formats > Sidenote from the toolbar.

Pull-quote
Pull-quotes break text out from flow of your content. Use them to give
emphasis to juicy quotes or key arguments.
Select a paragraph and choose Formats > Pull Quote from the toolbar.

Pages
Specially-Designed Attachment Page
The oft-forgotten attachment page looks great in Geneva. Now you can
show off your photos with captions, descriptions, and EXIF data such as
camera make and shutter speed.

Social Links

Create a menu with links to your social media accounts, and the social icons
will be automatically displayed in your header.
You can add links to your social networking profiles, like Twitter and
Facebook, to the site header.
a. Add a new Custom Menu, and assign it to the Social Links menu
location.
b. Add links to each of your social profiles using the Links panel.
c. Icons for your social links will automatically appear in the header.
Linking to any of the following sites will automatically display its icon in your
menu.
Codepen
Digg
Dribbble
Dropbox
Facebook
Flickr
GitHub
Google+
Instagram
LinkedIn
Email (mailto: links)
Pinterest
Pocket
PollDaddy
Reddit
RSS Feed (urls with /feed/)
StumbleUpon
Tumblr

Twitter
Vimeo
WordPress
YouTube

Jetpack Support
Geneva supports infinite scrolling, sharing buttons, contact forms, and other
great Jetpack features.

World-Class Customer Support
Our support staff is committed to helping you solve any problems you
encounter along the way. Exceptional, human support matters to us a great
deal. Contact us or check our help centre if you need any help at all.
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